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Abstract—We propose an open-ended multimodal video ques-
tion answering (VideoQA) method that predicts textual answers
by referring to multimodal information derived from videos.
Most current open-ended VideoQA methods focus on motion
and appearance features from videos and ignore the audio
features that are useful for understanding video content in more
detail. A few prior works that use motion, appearance, and
audio features showed poor results on public benchmarks since
they failed to (e.g., region or grid-level) multimodal features
effectively fuse the features with details for video reasoning.
We overcame these limitations with multi-stream 3-dimensional
convolutional networks (3D ConvNets) and a transformer-based
modulator for VideoQA. Our network represents detailed motion
and appearance features as well as an audio feature on multiple
3D ConvNets and modulates each intermediate representation
with question information to extract their relevant spatiotemporal
features over the frames. Based on the question content, our
network fuses the multimodal information of 3D ConvNets
and predicts the final answers. Our VideoQA method, which
effectively combined multimodal data yields, outperformed both
a previous multimodal VideoQA method and a state-of-the-art
method on standard benchmarks. Visualization suggests that our
method can predict the correct answers by listening to the audio
information, even when the motion and appearance features are
inadequate for understanding the video content.

Index Terms—Video Question Answering

I. INTRODUCTION

Video question answering (VideoQA) is an emerging vi-
sual question answering (VQA) task [1] for video contents.
Its goal is to return appropriate answers about videos in
response to textual questions posed by humans. Recently,
various VideoQA methods for both short- and long-form video
datasets have been proposed. Most existing methods use clip-
and frame-level motion and appearance features and show
competitive performance on public VideoQA datasets [2]–
[5]. However, these works often inadequately model the detail
motion and appearance information, such as the region or grid-
level features that represent objects and human motions in
the video. Moreover, even though video often contains audio
information associated with the motion of objects and peo-
ple [6], [7], existing works generally ignore it when answering
questions. Fig. 1 shows an open-ended VideoQA example that
can be answered correctly by simultaneously using motion,
appearance, and audio information. The VideoQA system must
first recognize the detailed motion and appearance information
embedded in the video (e.g., region-level or grid-level features)
that represents “a boy” and “playing instruments,” posed in the
given question. Then the system predicts the answer “flute”

Fig. 1. Example of VideoQA: Each M, V, and A marks indicate
using motion, appearance, and audio information for VideoQA. This
example could be answered correctly by additionally using audio
information, although it failed to answer by only using motion and
appearance one.

more correctly by listening to the associated audio information.
To generate correct answers with more understanding, integrat-
ing multimodal information, including motion, appearance and
audio, is essential. Multimodal integration played an important
role in other video recognition tasks [8], [9]. However, since
few works use audio information for open-ended VideoQA,
their performance is relatively low [10] because they fail to
use detailed multimodal information and effectively fuse them.

Motivated by these issues, we propose a novel VideoQA ar-
chitecture that effectively integrates grid-level motion, appear-
ance, and audio features for video reasoning. Our method uses
multi-stream three-dimensional Convolutional Networks (3D
ConvNets) based on ResNet bottlenecks [11] to represent the
grid-level spatiotemporal features of motion, appearance, and
audio information. For answering questions about the video,
the method individually modulates three-stream bottlenecks
using feature-wise affine transformation [12] integrated with
transformer-based self-attention blocks [13] that aggregate the
temporal information between question and multiple frame-
or clip-level features. We also use a controller to perform
different modulations to each bottleneck’s block guided by
the question information. Finally, our method combines mul-
timodal representations based on the question and generates
textual answers. We demonstrate our method’s effectiveness on
short- and long-form open-ended VideoQA datasets, including
motion, appearance, and audio information. Our experimental
results show that our method significantly outperformed a
recent multimodal VideoQA method [10] and a state-of-the-art
method [14] that uses detailed motion-appearance features on
major question types. The visualization shows the effective-
ness of using audio information.
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Fig. 2. Bottlenecks take as input multimodal video features (i.e., motion, appearance, audio) and generate intermediate representations. Each
bottleneck has a modulation layer that manipulates features in bottleneck based on a control state updated by a controller. Multimodal
classifier computes most probable answers based on pooled features of multi-stream bottlenecks.

II. RELATED WORK

Video question answering. VideoQA is a natural extension
of image-based visual question answering (VQA) [1] to the
video domain. This challenging task requires both language
and video understanding. Many existing works use the at-
tention mechanism [15] to find important frames (or clips)
relevant to a given question [16], [17]. Recently some works
use a self-attention mechanism [13] for capturing temporal
relationships over frames (or clips), which helps find relevant
events across time [3], [18]. Our transformer-based modulation
layer also uses a self-attention mechanism to capture temporal
relationships over frames used to modulate spatiotemporal
features. Unlike the standard VQA that targets static images,
VideoQA targets a video that contains dynamics informa-
tion, e.g., motions of objects and humans. To capture the
dynamics information of videos, existing VideoQA approaches
use frame- or clip-level motion-appearance information [5],
[19]. Some works simultaneously use detailed appearance and
motion features for video reasoning [14]. In contrast, our
method uses audio features for VideoQA in addition to the
detailed motion and appearance features. We assume that audio
information has important clues that cannot be captured by
motion and appearance information.

Audio-visual video recognition. For understanding video con-
tents, many attempts have explored the integration of the audio
and visual information of videos, such as video retrieval [20],
recognizing activities [9], captioning events [8], [21], and
visual dialogue [22], [23]. Even though numerous video un-
derstanding tasks have used both visual and audio information,
some prior works on the open-ended VideoQA task [10]
use textual descriptions and audio features as well as visual
and motion features. Unfortunately, that study shows that the
audio did not improve the VideoQA performance because it
failed to effectively fuse the multimodal data. In contrast, our
method can further improve the VideoQA performance more
than methods that use uni-modal data by modeling the detailed
spatiotemporal information of the multimodal data.

III. NETWORK ARCHITECTURE

Given a video and a textual question, VideoQA method’s
goal is to predict an answer that matches the correct one.
In this this section, we introduce multi-stream 3D ConvNets
(M3DC) for open-ended VideoQA. Fig. 2 (left) shows the
overall architecture of our proposed network, which mainly
consists of following bottlenecks, a controller, a modulator,
and a multimodal classifier.

Multi-stream bottlenecks. For learning detailed spatiotempo-
ral visual representation in videos, we use the bottleneck of
3D ResNets [24] as a template. Fig. 2 (center) shows our bot-
tleneck, which contains four Conv layers and one modulation
layer with a residual connection. Each convolutional layer is
followed by batch normalization (BN) [25] for normalizing
the layer inputs and a rectified linear unit (ReLU) for non-
linearity. We use the P3D style bottleneck [26] to reduce the
computational cost. First, the 1×1×1 Conv layer reduces the
D channel dimensions to D/2. Second, the 1×3×3 Conv layer
aggregates the spatial information in a video frame. Third, the
3 × 1 × 1 Conv layer aggregates the temporal information
over the video frames. Fourth, the 1 × 1 × 1 Conv layer
recovers the channel dimensions followed by the modulation
layer that regulates the aggregated spatiotemporal information
with conditioning information.

Controller. The representation of bottlenecks should be re-
fined with each layer of stacks. To this end, we used a
lightweight, practical controller proposed in a visual reasoning
task [27] and performed different modulations on each bottle-
neck. First, we encoded a given question using a pre-trained,
12-layer BERT model [28] and extracted word feature vector
w ∈ R768 from the last layer, which is fine-tuned during the
VideoQA training. The controller encodes the extracted word
features using a one-layer bi-directional LSTM (BiLSTM)
and uses a series of its output states {cwi}Mi=1 ∈ RD as
question word embeddings, where M is the number of words
in a question and D is the input channels of the bottleneck.
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Fig. 3. Overview of multimodal classifier: Classifier gates bottleneck’s
outputs pooled in both spatiotemporal dimensions using control state
and selects most probable answer from candidates.

For a question sentence embedding, the controller uses the
final hidden states from the backward and forward LSTMs as
q = [hb;hf ] ∈ R2D, where ; denotes horizontal vector con-
catenation. For layer-wise modulation, the controller applies a
linear transformation to q and generates {qi}Ni=1 ∈ RD, where
N is the number of bottlenecks in each stream. We also make
an additional question embedding feature, qN+1 ∈ RD, for
gating the multimodal representation from each stream using
question information. The controller produces control state
ci ∈ RD for modulating the ith bottleneck as follows:

cqi = Linear([ci−1; qi]), cai,m = Linear(cqi � cwm),

cvi,m = Softmax(cai,m), ci =

M∑
m=1

cvi,m · cwm, (1)

where Linear(·) is the linear projection layer, � denotes
element-wise multiplication, and cqi ∈ RD and cai,m ∈ R
denote the intermediate representations to calculate the atten-
tion value of mth word cvi,m ∈ R.

Modulator. For modulating bottlenecks conditioned on a ques-
tion, we extend the feature-wise linear modulation (FiLM) [12]
specialized in VideoQA. Fig 2 (right) shows our extended
FiLM modulation layer. In general, a FiLM layer is used to
influence the intermediate representation of a bottleneck based
on the conditioning information by scaling and shifting:

FiLM(Xi,j |γi,j ,βi,j) = γi,jXi,j + βi,j , (2)

where Xi ∈ Rh×w×D (Xi,j ∈ Rh×w) denotes the activation
outputs of a previous layer that has h height, w width, and D
channels, γi = Linear(xi) ∈ RD and βi = Linear(xi) ∈ RD

are modulation parameters, and xi is the conditioning infor-
mation for the ith block modulation. The vanilla FiLM layer,
which is mainly designed for static images, cannot consider
the interaction between spatiotemporal features across frames
even though the videos consist of a sequence of frames. To
leverage the spatiotemporal information over video frames,
we used a multi-layer transformer [13] with a self-attention

mechanism that can relate various frame sequence positions.
The transformer block is defined as follows:

TransformerBlock(V ) = LayerNorm(V ′ + FFN(V ′)),

V ′ = LayerNorm(V +MultiHeadAtten(V )),

where V ∈ RK×2D is a sequence of Vk ∈ R2D, which is the
concatenation of control state c and the kth frame-level feature
that applies global average pooling in the spatial dimension to
the previous 3D Conv layer’s outputs, K is the number of
frames, FFN is row-wise feed-forward networks, LayerNorm
is a layer normalization [29], and MultiHeadAtten is a multi-
head attention block [13] that performs self-attention to the
input sequence of the features. We refer to this temporal
transformer-based FiLM as T-FiLM. We use the kth frame-
level output of the T-FiLM (vk ∈ R2D) as the conditioning
information for modulating the spatiotemporal features of each
frame.

Multimodal classifier. Our VideoQA model predicts answers
using a multimodal classifier. Fig. 3 shows its overview. First,
the classifier gates output m′j ∈ RD from the jth modality
bottleneck pooled in both the spatial and temporal dimensions
using last step control state cN+1:

mj = Sigmoid(Linear(cN+1))�m′j , (3)

where gated output mj ∈ RD. The multimodal classifier
predicts answers using multimodal joint training [30] to avoid
overfitting the multimodal VideoQA model. To compute the
final answer, we use a simple classifier with a multi-layer
perceptron (MLP) that takes as input the question and the
gated output of the multi-stream bottleneck:

o′sj = Linear([qN+1;mj ]), oj = Softmax(GELU(Linear(o′j))),

where GELU is a Gaussian error linear unit [31], o′j ∈ RD,
and oj ∈ R|A| denotes the softmax scores of answer candi-
dates A. Finally, we select the answer with the highest values
based on the scores’ ensemble from all the modalities.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS

Datasets. We evaluated our method using two public open-
ended VideoQA datasets, MSRVTT-QA [16] and ActivityNet-
QA [2], which both contain audio and visual contents.
MSRVTT-QA is a short-form VideoQA dataset (avg. video
length is 15 sec.) that has five question types: what, who, how,
when, and where. ActivityNet-QA is a long-form VideoQA
dataset (avg. video length is 116 sec.) is relatively balanced. In
contrast to the superficial question categorization of MSRVTT,
ActivityNet-QA’s questions are semantically categorized into
four main question types: motion, spatial relationship, tempo-
ral relationship, and free. Free questions have six sub-question
types: yes/no, number, color, object, location, and other.

Features. So that MotionNet can extract grid-level motion
features (fm ∈ Rhm×wm×2304) in Fig. 2, we used the
SlowFast networks [32], which are commonly employed for
video recognition tasks, where hm × wm × 2304 is the
size of the SlowFast networks’ feature map. So that Ap-
pearanceNet can extract grid-level visual appearance features



TABLE I
MSRVTT-QA RESULTS

What Who How When Where All
49,869 20,385 1,640 677 250 72,821

ESA [2], [16] 0.220 0.416 0.796 0.731 0.332 0.293
ST-VQA [36] 0.245 0.412 0.780 0.765 0.349 0.309
HME [5] 0.265 0.436 0.824 0.760 0.286 0.330
CAN [4] 0.267 0.434 0.837 0.753 0.352 0.332
HCRN [3] 0.295 0.451 0.821 0.783 0.344 0.355
TS-STMAC [14] 0.336 0.488 0.831 0.786 0.336 0.394
Ours: M3DC 0.346 0.516 0.800 0.780 0.376 0.408

TABLE II
ACTIVITYNET-QA RESULTS

Motion Spatial Temporal Free All
800 800 800 5600 8,000

ESA [2], [16] 0.125 0.144 0.025 0.412 0.318
HME [5] 0.174 0.159 0.023 0.423 0.331
CAN [4] 0.211 0.173 0.036 0.445 0.354
MAR [10] 0.158 0.159 0.026 0.443 0.344
HCRN [3] 0.215 0.171 0.031 0.457 0.362
TS-STMAC [14] 0.355 0.183 0.039 0.492 0.402
Ours: M3DC 0.374 0.209 0.050 0.497 0.411

(fv ∈ Rhv×wv×2048), we used a pre-trained model for the grid
features [33], where hv×wv×2048 is the size of this network’s
feature map. To reduce storage space and computational costs,
we used principal component analysis to lower the motion and
appearance features’ dimensions to 128. So that AudioNet
can extract audio features, we used a pre-trained model of
PANNs [34] and extracted audio features fa ∈ R2048 from
2.56-sec. video clips. We used K = 20 frames at even intervals
to extract these features. For answer candidates A, we used
the top 1,000 most frequent answers in a training split.

Training details. We trained our method using RADAM [35]
for optimization with a learning rate of α = 0.0003 and a
batch size of 32. We stopped the training to mitigate overfitting
when the validation accuracy did not increase for ten epochs.
We converted the words in the questions and answers to lower
cases and set 3D ConvNets D = 256. We set the number of
network’s blocks to N = 4. Learning rate α and dimension D
were selected from candidates {0.0001, 0.0002, 0.0003} and
{128, 256, 512} based on the validation set.

V. EXPERIMENTS

We evaluated our proposed method by comparing it to the
current VideoQA methods. Since the number of questions in
some question types is relatively small, we report the accuracy
for all the questions and each question type with the number
of instances. We used the reported accuracy of original papers
or additional experiments using the existing methods’ public
codes.

Comparison to state-of-the-art. We show the VideoQA
performance on MSRVTT-QA in Table I. Our method, M3DC,
achieved an overall accuracy of 0.408 and outperformed
all the existing methods. In particular, it outperformed the
latest method, TS-STMAC [14], on the question types with
many instances (i.e., what and who). Tables II and III
show the performance of the main and sub-question types
of ActivityNet-QA. Our proposed method outperformed the
others for all the main question types and achieved the best

TABLE III
RESULTS ON FREE TYPE QUESTIONS OF ACTIVITYNET-QA

Yes/No Color Object Location Number Other
2,094 697 318 386 606 1,499

ESA [2], [16] 0.594 0.298 0.142 0.259 0.446 0.284
HME [5] 0.607 0.304 0.132 0.277 0.475 0.297
CAN [4] 0.626 0.311 0.201 0.306 0.480 0.333
MAR [10] 0.645 0.311 0.195 0.295 0.446 0.310
HCRN [3] 0.657 0.316 0.220 0.298 0.454 0.336
TS-STMAC [14] 0.683 0.364 0.258 0.316 0.500 0.376
Ours: M3DC 0.685 0.356 0.255 0.365 0.507 0.381

TABLE IV
ABLATION STUDIES OF OUR METHOD M3DC

MSRVTT-QA ActivityNet-QA

Number of layers
N = 2 0.407 0.394
N = 3 0.405 0.401
N = 5 0.406 0.398

Layer-size
D = 64 0.380 0.379
D = 128 0.396 0.394

Text Embedding
Glove 0.394 0.402

Modality
audio only 0.337 0.327
motion only 0.378 0.386
visual only 0.380 0.383
motion + visual 0.399 0.403

Classifier
w/o modality ensemble 0.399 0.402
w/o modality gate 0.399 0.399

Modulation
w/o temporal transformer 0.409 0.395
w/o controller 0.400 0.402

Full 0.408 0.411

accuracy of 0.411. In particular, across all question types,
our method significantly outperformed the existing multimodal
open-ended VideoQA method MAR [10], which simultane-
ously uses motion, appearance, and audio features. Also, our
method highly outperformed the existing SoTA method on
the spatial and temporal question types and is 14% and 28%
better than TS-STMAC [14]. Our method is competitive or
outperformed the other methods for the sub-question types
of free-form questions (Table III). Because TS-STMAC uses
the extracted features of Faster-RCNN trained on the Visual
Genome dataset, which contains the object’s bounding boxes
and color attribute labels, these features did well for object
and color question types.

Ablation study. To validate the effectiveness of each com-
ponent of our method, we conducted ablation studies on
both VideoQA datasets with various settings. Table IV shows
the ablation results. Our multimodal method outperformed
the uni-modal methods. The results indicate that modality
gating and an ensemble of classifiers’ scores are effective. Our
proposed T-FiLM is also useful for long-form VideoQA. We
found the controller plays a vital role in improving VideoQA
performance.

Qualitative results. Figure 4 shows the representative
VideoQA results. Our method effectively fused the motion,



Q: What is the person in the video doing?
M+V: make up ✘, M+V+A: play harmonica �

Q: What's the man in the dark blue pants doing?
M+V: weed ✘, M+V+A: pruning trees �

Fig. 4. Qualitative results: M, V, and A marks indicate using motion,
appearance, and audio information for VideoQA.

appearance, and audio information for VideoQA. The case
on the left shows that motion and appearance information
is insufficient to answer the question because the instrument
being held is hard to see, and the man does not move much.
However, our model answered correctly by listening to the
audio from a harmonica. The right case shows that our model
predicted the correct answer, “pruning trees,” by listening to
the pruning machine’s audio information, even when motion
and appearance were insufficient to understand the video
content.

VI. CONCLUSION

We developed a multimodal video question answering
method that predicts answers using motion, appearance, and
audio features. We evaluated our modulated multi-stream
3D ConvNets and described improvements on two standard
VideoQA datasets and all the modalities’ complementary
effects.
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